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HELPING HEADTEACHERS RISE TO 
THE NATIONAL STANDARDS OF 
EXCELLENCE FOR HEADTEACHERS

The national standards of excellence for 
Headteachers were published in January 2015. They 
have been designed  to provide Headteachers and 
governing bodies with a set of  standards that will 
inspire and motivate,  and ultimately lead to high 
academic achievement for all pupils. The standards 
can play an important role in helping schools to put 
in place effective systems and structures to help 
Headteachers excel and achieve their true potential.

The guidance for governors that accompanies 
the standards suggests  that governors  use the 
standards to:
 
• Inform the appraisal of Headteachers
• Help set objectives
• Work in partnership with  Headteachers  to further develop the school’s 

improvement plan.

However, there is a challenge to the meeting of these standards that many 
Headteachers and school governing bodies face.

Overcoming the challenge to maintaining excellent 
leadership in schools

We are entering an era in which numerous reports on leadership, recruitment and 
retention of Headteachers [both in and outside of the UK] tell us the following:

• There is an overwhelming feeling in the profession that training and support 
do not balance with the challenge of headship.

• Stress, workload, accountability, bureaucratic demands, personal and domestic 
concerns, work life balance and social factors beyond the school gates have a 
negative accumulative affect on the performance of Headteachers

• A working week of sixty hours plus has become the norm for many school 
leaders and Headteachers.

[Source: Scottish Government Social Research – 2009]

As a result many Headteachers are leading their schools without the full 
complement of support systems that are needed to enable them to overcome the 
stresses of their roles and maintain their ability to lead and inspire others.

These are very real and present challenges. Many Headteachers are at risk of not 
fulfilling their potential or leaving the profession early due to ill health, stress or 
burnout. A situation that has to be halted if our children are to flourish and achieve 
their potential in our schools.

All Headteachers 
are on a journey to 
improve through out 
their careers, and the 
standards can be used 
to support this.
(The National Standards 
of excellence for 
Headteachers)
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Recruiting and Retaining our Best Headteachers

The recruitment of high quality Headteachers is becoming increasingly difficult 
with a significant proportion of headship vacancies being advertised more than 
once. It makes sense therefore to retain good heads. Coaching is one of the 
ways in which new heads can increase their effectiveness and confidence, 
and longer serving heads can sustain their commitment, renew their 
vigour and maintain their impact on their schools. The challenge for school 
governing bodies within this context is to understand how to effectively fulfil the 
role of ‘critical friend’, provide robust accounting and support systems that help 
Headteachers to remain at ‘the top of their game’,whilst ensuring that the well 
being of Headteachers is not sacrificed in the process. Heads can find themselves 
professionally isolated and coaching provides them with an opportunity to reflect 
upon and consider how to develop their practice. 

Governors have a duty to challenge and support the Headteacher and coaching 
is one way in which this can be done. In seeking to achieve this it is important for 
school governing bodies to understand a few key things about the support needs 
of Headteachers. It is important to understand that:

A. All Headteachers [no matter what stage they are at in their careers] 
need support.

B. The support that Headteachers require to enable them to meet the 
emotional and psychological demands of the role is different from the 
support required to meet the strategic and operational demands of the role.

C. Headteachers perform at their best when they are given personalised 
support that helps them to reflect on their practice and align their 
leadership actions to the meeting of their personal leadership vision and 
the vision that they hold for their school.

When such support is in place, Headteachers flourish and are able to work skilfully 
and confidently within the four ‘Excellence as Standard Domains’ that are detailed 
in the Headteacher standards.

1. Qualities and Knowledge
2. Pupils and Staff
3. Systems and Processes
4. The Self Improving System
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WHY IS COACHING SEEN AS AN 
EFFECTIVE SUPPORT STRATEGY 
FOR HEADTEACHERS?

The answer to “Why is Coaching seen as an 
effective support strategy for Headteachers?” 
can be found in research conducted by the The 
National Federation for Educational Research NFER: 
Mentoring and Coaching for Professionals: 
A study of research evidence – 2009

Their research found that when offered as 
a support mechanism for Headteachers the 
following benefits were found to be in evidence, as 
summarised in diagram 1 below

Diagram 1: The Benefits of Coaching for 
Headteachers and their Schools

Increased reflectivity and thinking skills: Headteachers and their teams 
gain clarity about priorities and the best use of time and resources. Which in 
turn have a positive impact on school improvement.

Promoted psychological well being and confidence: A happy and healthy 
school leader, led to a happy and healthy school.

Developed problem solving and creativity: As a result, time was used 
more productively for overcoming complex challenges.

Deepened leadership knowledge, skills and practice: Leaders gain an 
increased understanding of respective roles and responsibilities, which result 
in improved professional relationships and more effective use of staff time, 
skills and experience.

Improved communication and relationship management skills: 
Thus ensuring less conflict and greater harmony across all relationships.

Built emotional resilience: Thus leading to greater individual and 
organisational capacity for dealing with challenges when they arose.

Resulting in leaders with strong personal presence: Leaders knew how 
to build on their strengths and address areas for development

1
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This form of support 
may prove to perhaps 
be the most single 
important factor 
in both retention and 
recruitment.
(Scottish Government 
Social Research 
Report: 2009)
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In order for our children 
to achieve their full 
potential, schools 
must be places where 
structures exist that 
enable Headteachers 
to achieve their full 
potential too. 

ABOUT INTEGRITY COACHING –  
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

Our philosophy

We believe that:
• In order for our children to achieve their 

full potential, schools must be places where 
structures exist that enable Headteachers to 
achieve their full potential too. 

• A passion for excellence, rigour and high 
standards for all should be values that are 
mutually compatible with hope, compassion 
and humanity.

• In challenging and complex contexts [which is the reality for many school 
leaders today] Headteachers need personalised approaches to their own CPD 
if they are to both survive and thrive in their roles.

Our expertise

• The company Founder and Director Viv Grant has been in education for over 
twenty five years. She has been a primary Headteacher and seventeen years 
ago was one of the youngest Headteachers in the country to lead a school out 
of special measures. She has been a lead consultant for the National College of 
Teaching and Leadership, the Department for Education and the London Centre 
for Leadership in Learning at the Institute of Education, University of London. 
She is also the author of, “Staying A Head: The Stress Management Secrets 
of Successful School Leaders”. The book has been described as:
“A book of deep honesty and authenticity, that offers new and 
experienced school leaders practical and effective methods that 
nurture inner understanding to bring out the best in others and foster 
organisational transformation.”
Mike Jones, Headteacher, South Failsworth Primary School, Oldham

• Integrity Coaching was one of the first education companies in the UK to 
be accredited by the ILM [Institute of Leadership and Management] for the 
delivery of the ILM Level 5 Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring.

• Integrity Coaching’s team of nine qualified coaches have a wealth and 
breadth of experience of coaching senior leaders across both the private and 
public sectors. Many have also held very senior leadership positions in large 
organisations. As a result, they all have a personal and in-depth understanding 
of the stresses of senior leadership.

• In addition to coaching qualifications, Associates hold additional qualifications 
in Transactional Analysis, NLP, Mindfulness, and Myer’s Briggs. Many are lead 
practitioners in their fields. Teaching both in the UK and abroad.
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Who we work with

• We specialise in working with schools in challenging circumstances, where the 
Headteachers role is both diverse and complex.

• We support newly appointed Headteachers, Heads who are well established 
in their roles and Executive Headteachers

• We also support Deputy and Assistant Headteachers

Testimonials

“Coaching with Integrity has helped us to build capacity within 
ourselves and our teams, so that we are much sharper in what we do. 
We have recognised the impact coaching can have on growing others”
Marais Leenders, Headteacher Brentford School for Girls, Hounslow

“Integrity Coaching has been significant in helping me make the 
decision to dedicate time to myself as well as my demanding role. The 
1:1 sessions are excellent in allowing you the space and safety to reflect 
openly and honestly”
Patrick Cozier, Headteacher, Highgate Wood Secondary School, Haringey

“All Headteachers need a confidential and trusted space in which to 
talk through the challenges of school leadership and arrive at their own 
solutions. Integrity Coaching provide this service and so much more.” 
Jas Kalra-Phull, Headteacher Tudor Primary School, Ealing

Contact Us Today

Do you want to gain a deeper understanding of how coaching can assist school 
governors in their supporting role for Headteachers?

If the answer is ‘yes’, then there are few things that you can do. Invite us to:

• Meet with the Chair of the Governing Body
• Meet with the Personnel Committee
• Present at a Full Governing Body meeting

We share the same vision as you; to ensure our children get the best education 
possible and we are here to help you and our school leaders maintain their ability 
to lead and inspire others and create better futures for our children.

Contact us today if you would like to arrange an appointment. 
Tel: 0208 767 7664 Email: office@integritycoaching.co.uk  
Web: www.integritycoaching.co.uk

mailto:office@integritycoaching.co.uk
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Coaching Case studies

These case studies are extracts from Viv Grant’s book “Staying A Head: 
The Stress Management Secrets of Successful School Leaders” (published 
November 2014). They provide a detailed overview of coaching’s key theories and 
principles. They also provide an illustration of how coaching achieves the benefits 
as identified in the diagram on page 3.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1: CASE STUDY: EXTRACT 
FROM “STAYING A HEAD: THE STRESS 
MANAGEMENT SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL 
SCHOOL LEADERS” 

How Coaching Works: Understanding Key Theories and Principles

State-related learning
Coaches use various models to enable leaders and managers to develop the 
mental acuity to deal with the demands their roles. One of the reasons why 
coaching is such a powerful form of support is because it recognises that the state 
of mind you learn in is different from the state that you need to be in when you 
are in the leadership role.

In the everyday stresses and pressures of your normal work environment, you 
are often in a state of ‘high alert’: a state in which acquiring new knowledge is one 
that is removed from your normal day to day experience. This partly explains why, 
on return to the work environment from a course of training, only a small fraction 
of what was learnt is usually retained and acted upon.

Coaching differs because it involves 1:1 reflections on learning, on practice, 
on theory and the integration of all constituent parts, helping leaders to develop 
the neural pathways that will enable them to remain cool under pressure 
and hence maximise their ability to perform at their best, even in the most 
trying circumstances.

Theory into practice
The best way to illustrate the points that I have made so far is with a case study 
that shows how theory and practice impact upon one another during the 
coaching process.

In education we are used to ‘learning’ about Kolb’s Learning Cycle (see Figure 1 
overleaf) as a way to help us to understand the adult learning process. When 
applied to coaching we can begin to see just how powerful a tool this is for 
supporting leadership learning on the job.

The Kolb Cycle enables one to understand what happens when adults are engaged 
in learning and change. Moreover, it provides an explicit process for reflection and 
guidance for individuals through stages that will enable them to:

A. Gain a deeper understanding of new experiences within a specific situation 
or context

B. Extrapolate new meaning from their own personal reflections on 
the experience

C. Devise and experiment with new behaviours and ways of being to enhance 
future personal development and growth.

This case study is that of Shona, an experienced inner-city Headteacher who had 
been in the profession for over fourteen years.
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Figure 1: Kolb’s Learning Cycle

A Headteacher’s Learning Journey
Shona had been asked to take on the role of executive Headteacher at a 
local school, St John’s. St John’s was not performing well and was without a 
Headteacher. A soft federation with Shona’s school meant that in addition to being 
Head of her own school, Shona would invest time in working collaboratively with 
the governors and teachers of St John’s to help develop successful strategies for 
moving the school forward.

If you have been in a similar situation, you will know that creating a structure 
that facilitates this type of working arrangement necessitates a great deal of 
change; new working relationships and systems need to be tested, reviewed and 
implemented.

However, the support that Shona required was not related to the operational and 
structural changes that were required to make this initiative a success. She needed 
support that required her to make sense of the unexpected personal transitions 
that occurred in her relationship with herself and with others.

Change starts with me
Shona was very astute in recognising that the flip side of the change process was 
to do with developing a better understanding of her own personal responses 
to change. Before the coaching had even begun, she had already identified the 
practicalities of her new role. These weren’t an issue. She knew systems, she knew 
processes, and she could do school improvement plans in her sleep! What she 
couldn’t do was make sense of the tangled web of thoughts and emotions that 
accompanied her new role.

So at the start of the coaching process it was agreed that there would be two key 
objectives for her coaching sessions:
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• How to develop new ways of being in order to balance the personal and 
professional demands of her new role.

• How to understand new self perceptions that occur when she experienced 
a change to her professional identities.

Approach
The coaching sessions made use of Kolb’s Learning Cycle in the following ways:

Stage 1, Concrete Experience:
Stage 1 of Kolb’s cycle is where the individual is engaged in something which 
requires them to adopt specific behaviours and is normally the place where the 
reflective learning cycle begins.

In Shona’s case, the experience that formed the basis for refection within the 
coaching sessions was that of being a Head of a soft federation and managing 
the inter- and intra-personal transitions that occurred as a result. Shona had not 
anticipated that the way in which she saw herself would change. Neither had she 
anticipated the degree to which her relationships with members of her senior 
leadership team would alter. 

Stage 2, Reflective Observation:
When an individual is engaged in new learning, the experience will have an impact 
at both an emotional and a rational level, resulting in the individual being left with 
a range of feelings and thoughts about the experience. If left as a collection of 
emotions and ‘head talk’, it is unlikely that learning of any real depth will occur.

Individuals need to be given opportunities to reflect on what they have 
experienced to ensure that new (and perhaps more desirable) outcomes can be 
achieved in the future.

Often, in the busy life of a school leader, this does not happen; individuals 
simply do not have the time and space to reflect on the day to day. They find 
themselves in a cycle where old behaviours continue to produce the same 
(sometimes disappointing) results.

Reflective observation within Kolb’s cycle allows the individual to:

A. Step outside of the situation and reflect as an observer on what they have 
experienced.

B. Come to terms with their feelings about their circumstances.

It is at this stage in the learning cycle that a number of key coaching questions 
come into play as the coach works with their client to help them gain a greater 
understanding and as complete a picture as possible about what they have 
experienced.

In coaching Shona, it was integral to the process that questions were asked that 
enabled her to honestly think through her very current reality of managing two 
schools and what this meant for her on a personal level.

The type of questions that were asked at this stage were:

• What expectations did you have of your new role?
• How have your expectations changed?
• What has this experience meant for you?
• How have others responded to your change in role and how have you 

responded to them?
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• What have been the key areas of learning for you?
• What have you learnt about yourself personally?
• What impact has this change in role had upon you?

Guided reflection, supported through questions such as these, helped Shona to 
achieve a higher level of discernment about her situation, see events more clearly 
and plot a clearer pathway forward.

She saw that, not only had the change in role caused her to view the role of 
Headteacher differently, it had caused her to start to think and behave differently 
too. She saw these changes as positive, as she was starting to develop sides of 
herself that had hitherto lain dormant. She was becoming more assertive, listening 
and responding to her own needs. However, others found these changes in 
Shona’s behaviour disconcerting. They were used to the ‘old’ Shona. Now changes 
in her behaviour meant they had to change too.

Stage 3, Abstract Conceptualisation
This is the stage within Kolb’s cycle where the learner is invited to draw 
conclusions from their reflections and identify what the experience has taught 
them. Where the experience has involved others, they are encouraged to ‘theorise’ 
on what they have learnt about themselves, what they have learnt about others 
and how this new knowledge can be used to inform future decisions.

Within coaching this can often be the ‘Aha!’ or light bulb moment for the client.
Individuals come to realise that they did indeed have the answers to current 

issues or problems all along. They begin to realise that, if they were to face the 
same scenario again, they could encounter it with new knowledge and insight, 
which if acted upon could result in different/more favourable outcomes.

For Shona, it was the realisation that if she was feeling mixed up and confused 
as she tried to process all that was happening to her, then it was likely that those 
closest to her – other senior leaders across both schools – were likely to be feeling 
the same way too. She also came to understand that sometimes their negative 
behaviours and responses were not necessarily personal attacks: more often than 
not, they were an unconscious expression of the fear they felt, but as yet had no 
conscious means or structured approach (as she had through the coaching) for 
expressing it.

Stage 4, Active Experimentation:
Kolb’s model is cyclical. Once the individual moves to active experimentation and 
starts to try and test out new behaviours, he or she moves once again into Stage 
1, the experiencing phase. This leads to a continual process of reflection on the 
outcomes of new behaviours, adapting and making changes where necessary. 
Ultimately, as the individual experiences a number of iterations of the cycle, 
they become more open to change and the opportunities for self reflection and 
development that can be derived from being placed in new situations.

Armed with personal knowledge and insight gained from her coaching 
sessions, Shona facilitated open discussions with her senior leaders which created 
a safe space for them to talk honestly about what they were feeling and what the 
changes meant for them on a personal level.

As a result Shona succeeded in creating highly self-aware teams across both 
of her schools, teams that weren’t afraid to express their vulnerabilities and knew 
the behaviours and attitudes they would need to adopt to secure successful 
outcomes for all.
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What were the outcomes for Shona?
We do not receive wisdom; we must discover it for ourselves
[Marcel Proust (1871–1922), quoted in Leadership Coaching [2003] by Graham Lee]

Coaching enabled Shona to develop new ways of thinking, being and doing. It 
was the start of a journey that led to new and heightened levels of self discovery 
and awareness. As Shona reflected at the end of the process:

Coaching far exceeded my expectations. Somehow you managed to draw out 
of me answers to the questions that I had in my head. I was able to rationalise 
what was going on across the two schools … what you did was, you gave me 
time and space to find myself, and I have come out a better person.
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APPENDIX 2: CASE STUDY: HOW 
COACHING WAS USED TO INCREASE 
LEADERSHIP CAPACITY AND IMPROVE 
PERFORMANCE IN A LARGE INNER CITY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

1. The Context
Arnhem Wharf is one of the largest inner city schools in the London Borough 
of Tower Hamlets. It has approximately 600 pupils on roll. The school employs a 
wide variety of professionals such as teachers, teaching assistants, nursery nurses, 
specialist teachers, midday meals supervisors, volunteers, students, health and 
social care professionals, to ensure children’s well-being and the provision of the 
best education possible. 

As with many inner city schools, staff at Arnhem Wharf have to deal with the 
very real challenges of inner city life and what this means for the children in their 
school community.

“We deal with some children who have very challenging behaviours, and home 
situations ...it is very stressful and people need some time to replenish themselves 
in order to do their jobs well, because you have to be emotionally well to be able to 
help others”. 
Sara Haynes, Headteacher, Arnhem Wharf Primary School

2. The Challenges
Arnhem wharf is, “A growing school, we are already 600 students and we are 
going to become 700 in 3 years”.

As a school that is expanding senior managers at Arnhem Wharf had to 
develop and implement a strategy for addressing the challenges that accompany 
expansion. Key aspects of the plan were linked very closely to increasing the 
leadership capacity of adults at:

• Senior Management level
•  Middle Management level and,
•  Support staff level

3. How Integrity Coaching helped
In order to meet this need, Arnhem Wharf employed the services of Integrity 
Coaching to deliver separate coaching and leadership training for Senior and 
Middle leaders, and support staff. Which meant for the first time in the school’s 
history, equipping the office staff, the mid-day meals supervisor, the premises 
officer and HLTA’s with key leadership and inter and intra personal skills. 
The sessions were bespoke to match the exact needs of the school and the 
programmes spanned over a year with three to four sessions on a quarterly basis.
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4. Outcomes for the school
There were very clear and tangible outcomes for each of the three groups that 
Integrity Coaching worked with:

• Senior Managers increased their emotional resilience and ability to 
problem solve:

“I have a clearer understanding of the process of growing personally and 
professionally ... you walk out of the sessions having a new strategy to try, you have 
a new way forward”
Katherine Diaper: Deputy Headteacher

• Middle leaders increased in their ability to lead phase groups and manage 
their peers

“After each session we came away feeling more confident in ourselves and willing 
to take risks and try out new ways of developing ourselves and our teams. As a 
result the teams that we lead are a lot more resilient and our children continue to 
make good progress”
Helena Crawley: Middle Leader

• Support Staff increased in their ability to understand how their roles related to 
the fulfilment of the bigger picture.

“The training kind of woke them up to how they belong to the accountability 
structure and how they contribute to the achievement of the children. Rather than 
seeing their job within their job description, they have now visualised it. It has 
improved efficiency and understanding”
Sara Haynes: Headteacher

Why use our services?
“I would definitely recommend Integrity Coaching to any large primary school 
that looks more like a secondary school in size, where you are relying on so many 
people to carry out all parts of their role efficiently ... The measure for us is always 
going to be pupil achievement and we have had an improvement in the past 3 
years overall.”
Sara Haynes: Headteacher



How to contact us
For a free consultation about any of our services  
simply get in touch with us on:

Tel: 0208 767 7664
Email: office@integritycoaching.co.uk
Web:  www.integritycoaching.co.uk


